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Abstract 

This paper ~1.udies incentives to invest i11 ·group reputations· when 
thc latter result from tl1e inability of certaín agents to rccognize their 
partners from past interactiom; (i.e., anonymity). It does this by cm
bedd.ing the Krcps-Wilson model of rep11tation and entry deterrence in 
a random matching game (instead of just looki11g at ísolatcd bilateral 
intcractions). The paper shows how the presence of th.i!-! Lype of 'rep
ul.at,innal cxternality' modifiP-8 1.he dcvclopment of reputatior1s undcr 
varying a8ti11mptions about how informat,ínn is shared among agenls, 
with and without cfüicounting. In particular, it Rbows how anonymity 
might. complctely prevent the developmcnt of reputations, regardless 
of the trading horizon, if payoffs are discom1te.d, and contemporaneous 
entrants share information while incumbents do not. 



1 Introduction 

In deciding which cab to take, one is rarely concerned abuut. the identity 
of the driver, but one often minds whether the taxi is, say, yellow rather 
than checkered. This is remarkable, as the q11ality of the service will depen<l 
more un who is driving than on the color t.he vehicle is painted. A sirnµJe 
explanation is that it is hard to keep track of individual taxi drivers, while it is 
easy tu keep track of the r:olor of their cars. As a consequem:e of this 'limited 
memury', if a driver' servke is less than satisfoctory, the only way to punish 
the surly driver is to avoid using the services of bis cab company altogether. 
Similarly, when one deals only sporadically with big organizations (say, a uig 
bank) and one of its employees turns out to be less than helpful, one react.s 
not by trying to avoid dealing with that particular employee again, whose 
identity one can seldom remember, but by seeking the services of another 
firm altogether. In such situations, beliefs about unobservable characteristics 
('kindness', 'honesty',etc.), i.e., reputations, can be said to attach to groups, 
rather than individuals. 

Under these r.ircumstances, one asks whether individuals will have in
centives to invest in the group's reputation (a sort of public good), i.e., to 
engage in costly activities in the short run in order to influence other agents' 
beliefs about the nnobservable characteristics of the group in the lunger run. 
Or to put it in yet another way, one asks to what extent, if at all, <loes the 
presence of such 'extemalities' lead agents to free-ride on each other, and to 
what extent does eventual free riding interfere with the formation of group 
reputations uf this sort? 

This paper modele such situations by introducing ímperfect information 
a la Kreps-Wilson (1982) and Milgrom-Roberts (1982) in random matching 
games in which agents are not able to recognize their partners from past 
interactions ('anonymity'), thus giving rise to 'rep11tational externalities'. 
A 'reputational externality' arises in any situation where the actions of an 
agent (an individual yellow cab driver) affect another agent's beliefs (the 
taxi's customer) rega.rding the unobservable characteristics ('µuliteness') of 
a third agent (another yellow cab driver), even though the first and third 
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agents are indepen dent entities 1. 

The main lesson from this analysis is that the exact pattern of informa
tion sharing will be crucial in mulding incentives tu invest in the group's 
rcputation. In particular, it is nut the case that the mere prcsence of a 'reµu
to.tional externality' will result in 'free riding' ( contempornneous information 
sharing will be necessary for that). nor is it the case that the existence of 
'free riding' will necessarily nentralize incentives to invest in reputatíons2 . 

Anothe1 insight from this work concerns the key role played by disconnting 
in thís kind of environment,, in stark contrast with what hapµens in similar 
models when agents are 'named'. 

Besides the class uf sitnations illustrated by the examples above, where 
'anonymity' results either from 'forgetfulness' or from high custs of record 
keeping, one can identify literal examples uf anonymity, such as generic prod
ucts, or t.ransactions over the phone in which it is not possible to verify the 
identity of the person at t.he other end. The model in this µaper also yields 
insight.s into a host uf hybrid cases which do not map straightforwa.rdly into 
the pure anonymity scenario: Firms in a modern economy 1-wsses the abil
i ty to change and/or hide their identities by manifold means ranging from 
straight.forward name changes to 'fty by night' schemes, and even mergers3. 

This behavior generates a degree of anonymity in the economy in the sense 
here relevant, in so far as it. prevents agents from recognizing thuse they have 

1 Tt might be objected that the individual memhers oí tht:: groups in the ahove examµlcs 
a.re not c.omplet.ely independent entiti~, but while thi-; might be ~o, it is also the ca.'!e that 
they pOt'll'lPS a. de!l,Tec of autonomy in their objectives and hence lheir decisions, and this is 
ull that is required here. 

2Thc reasoning underlyiug the previous condusious would seem to tra.sceu<l thc specific 
form of 'group reputation' studied in this paper. If so, tht:: literature on franchising, which 
also deals with '!l;roup reputatíom1', a.lthou11;h dueto the sha.red brandname rather t.ha.11 
ononymity, is wrong in pressuming thBt the mere presence of a 'reputational externality' 
(the ::;ha.red bra.ndname) plu~ the fact that franchi~es sbare customer!'! over time suffi.ces 
to genera.te 'free riding', and that thi:; 'free riding' is necessarily going to prevent efficient 
levels of investment in the common reputtt.tion. See Brickley and Dark (1987), Brickley 
(1987), Rubín (1978), aud Mothewson and Winter (1985). 

3 Jn this regard, one should 1:1lso not forget that in<lividuo.l identitie.s of phy~ical persons 
were a strictly local phenomenon well into the second h.e.lí of the nineteenth c::ent ury. 
Prior to the development of national identity rc¡,;ísters, photography, and ali the other 
underµinnings of what toda.y wc understand M identities, (long di.süi.nce) relationships 
wP.re plagued by the problem of clearly a,tablishing a persou':;; credentía.Is (see the remurks 
on thfl subjed in Corbin 1990). 
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traded with in t.he past. üf course, in such an environment there mighl be 
incentives for some agents to keep their identities, and to the extent that. 
such incent.ives are present, it is highly unlikely that strategic manipulation 
of identit.ies will result in complete anonymity. N'evertheless, it seems reason
able (and customary) to begin by analyzing extreme cases4 before attacking 
more complex constellat.ions. 

And last but not least'. one should point out that 'anunymity' is a com
mon assumption in both the theoretical and experimental literature. It is 
nften made in random matching models to preclude reputation building, and 
more generally1 any kind of repeated game effects. The results in this pa
per r.onstitute further evídence that this might not always workfi (see Ellison 
1994). 

Sorne comments abo11t modelling1 a brief survey of the relevant literature 
and an outline of the remaining sections complete this introductory section. 

1.1 Modelling Approach 

The model used here is an extension uf the Kreps-Wilson (1982) model of 
entry deterrence through reputation. In the present extension, two (one
period lived) entrants are matched each period one-on-one and randomly 
with two (long-lived) incumbents -instead of one short-lived ent-.rant being 
matched with the same long-lived incumbent each period, as in Kreps-Wilson. 

As in those authors' model, the matching goes on for a finite number of 
periods, entrants share information across periods, and there are two types 
of incumbents : Toughs and Rationals. Entrants cannot directly tell the type 
of an incumbent. If an entrant is makhed with a rational incumbent, the 
pair proceeds to play exactly the same stage-game as in Kreps-Wilson ( see 
diagram 1). A tough incumbent is here assumed to be a fighting automaton 1 

i.e., is assumed to have no choice but to fight entry (see diagram 2). In the 
Kreps-Wilson set-up, in contrast, 'tough' incumbents are assumed to actually 
enjoy fighting. 

4 Notc that the conventional scenario with ali agents perfectly recognizable is also an 
extreme case. 

5The analysis suggests that there will be scope for reputation building even in very 
large anonymotll:I populations, as long as the horizon is sufficiently long. Thís will be :,¡o 
at least in the absence oí discounting. Ido not explore this tradeoff in this paper. 
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Despite these differences, incentives to invest in reputations arise here in 
pret.ty much the same way as in Kreps-\Vilsonli. 

A fcw words aLuut t.he choice of approach: :Vluch more general versions 
of the results in the Kreps-Wilson µa¡.,er j11st mentioned have been obtained 
by Fudenberg and Levine (1989,1992) nsing a.n alternative, rather intuitive 
and, in a sense, more elegant approach. There are mainly two reasons why I 
stick to the Kreps-Wilson treatrnent: The first reasun is that the analysis in 
Fudenberg and Levine's approar.h, with its focus on deriving a lower oound 
for the long-lived player's utility in any ~ash equilibrium, tends to leave 
the exact structure of the underlying behavior undear. The other reason 
has to do with the nature of the task at hand: It is not at all clear t.o me 
whether their methods can be applied in this environment, as here a long
lived agent by playing his Stackelberg actiun over and over again cannot hope 
to eventually convince entrants that this action will be played for snre in the 
futme. At best, he can lead them to exped that this action will be played 
wi th probability one half, which equals the probability that an entrant is 
matched with any given incumbent. This simply because he cannot control 
the actions of the other long-lived player, and entrants cannot distinguish 
bet.ween incumbents. 

1.2 Related Literature 

This work draws mainly on the seminal cuntributions of Kreps and Wilson 
(1982), and Milgrom and Roberts (1982) 7

. It also draws on the literature on 
matching games and bargaining surveyed in Rubinstein and Osborne (1990), 
and on the somewhat narrower literature on imperfect information flows in 
matching games originating in the contributions of Rosenthal (1979), Kandori 
(1992), and Okwio-Fujiwara and Postlewaite (1990)8 . 

Even though this paper follows the alternative conceptualization originat-

6The rcsults obtained in this paper carry over to a :,¡ellcr/buyer interac:tion with 'fixed 
prices' in which a seller supplies an ítem whose quality c-.annot be oscertained ex•ante lJy 
the buyer. 

7For an overvíew of the literature originating in thcse contributions, see Fudenberg and 
Tirole (1992). As far as I know, none of those follow-up papers have looked at simultaneous 
ínter ad ions. 

8 More recent contributions in thís Iast line are Ellison ( 1994), and Ghosh and Hay 
(1996). 
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ing in t.he work of Kreps et al., I should also mention here t.he liternture that 
conceptualizcs reputation as a 'nonn' in the context uf an infinitely repeated 
game. Papcrs following; this 'norm' approach are Dyl,vig and Spatt (1980), 
Klein and Leffier (1981), and Telser ( 1980). This latter view of reputation is 
fully forward-looking, and would not seem to capt.ure the ba.ckward looking 
elcment in the intuitive, cveryday idea of reputation. 

A recent paper that. daims to study collective reputations is Tirole (1995) 
(in fact, the only recent contribution on the subjed that I am aware uf). That 
paper works with a rather peculiar defi.nition of reputation that <loes not, seem 
to correspond to eit.her of the two me.ntiuned previously: In Tirnle 1s paper 
there is neither learning nor repeated strategic interaction (as it. st.udies a 
random matching garne with a continuum of agents). The Tirole contribution 
strikes me as a dynamic version of Akerluf (1970), in which the dynamics are 
driven not by strat,egic considerations, b11t by the evolution uf a physical state 
(namely, the probability that an agent might be identified as a cheater). 

1.3 Paper Outline 

The paper proceeds as follows: First, the uasic matching game is outlined 
(Section 2). Then, after briefiy dealing with a benchmark case with named 
incumbents, I analyze the case with anonymous incumbents but no informa
tion sharing (Section 3). In Section 4.1, the case with informatíon sharing 
among entrants but not among incumbents (in the sense that inc11mbents 
cannot observe each others' types) is studied. In Section 4.2, it is assumed 
that incumbents can observe each others' types, and an equilibrium of the 
two-period garne under these cunditions is presented. The paper doses with 
a summary of results and an enumeration of the experiments not performed 
here (Sectiun 5,6). 

2 The Model 

The garne lasts for 1' periods. Following Kreps-Wilson, I will measure time 
backwards {i.e., T stands for the first period, and 1 for the last). There are 
N (l + T) players. At any given date, there are 2N players: N long-lived 
incumbents, and N short-lived (one-period-lived) entrants. The entrants are 
matched randomly with the inr-umbents each period, and matched agents 
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proceed to play stage•game 1 or 2. ~s explained irnmediately (see the diagrams 
belu\v). 

S1agc-Gamc \ 

-1 
b-l 

o 
b 

Stage Carne 

S1age-Ga1111:: 2 

E 

Incumbents might be of one of two types: 'Rational' or 'Tough'. A 'ratio
nal' incumbent's plays stage-game 1, while a 'hard-wired' incumbent plays 
stage-game 2. Note that O< b < l, a> l. There are N cohorts of short-lived 
entrants, and ea.ch period the current generation of short-lived entrants cun
tains one (and only one) member from each of these. Entrants belonging to 
the same cohort share their experiences. An individual entrant's 'experience' 
consists of the outcome of the stage-game that entrant played, as well as the 
nrune of the incumbent the entrant faced. A 'Name' in the present context is 
simply a device that allows a player to associate a specific history (more pre
c:isely, a record of the outcomes of past interactions between that incumbent 
and members of the entrant's cohort) with the player he or she is matched 
with. 1 will assume here that it is comrnon knowledge among the players that 
no two players share the same name, and tha.t players cannot change t.heir 
names, so that, given the structure of the game being considered, a player's 
name in effect suffi.ces to identify him or her (i.e., to distinguish his or her 
record from that of other playera). An entrant's payoffs are as in the dia.
grams above. An incumbent 's overall payoffs are given by the undiscounted 
or discounted sum of the payoffs in the stage-games he or she takes part in. 
Incumbents know which payoff structure obtains (i.e., they know their type), 
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,\·hile entrants do nut: Each ·cohort' initially believes t.hat an inrumLent is 
·rati0na.l' ,vith probability 1- PT· I o.ssume incumbents' typi-!s are drawn 
independently from identical distributions. I will. most of the time. assume 
that incurnbents cannot observe earh others' types. The exreption is in Sec
tion -!.2. Also'. I will invarialily assume that incumLent.s can observe f'!ach 
others· artions ex-post; in other words, that at every mome-nt they know the 
full histnry of the er.onomy. :\foreove-r, I will always assume that ali entrants 
share the same initia.l beliefs, and that these do not vary across incumbents. 

The following diagrnm illustrates the time-line of the game: 

Time Line 

The solution concept I employ is Kreps and Wilson 's notion of sequential 
equilibrium. Finally, let me emphasize that this paper will look only at 
symmet.ric equilibria. 
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3 Anonymity Without Free-Riding 

In t.his part of the paper, I look at t.wn sr.enarios: The first has all agents 
no.roed. This is the case 'nearest,' t,o Kreps-Wilson, and, as such, a useful 
benchmark. The othe.r scenario assumes that incumbents are anunymous, 
and there is no informatiun ~haring among contemporaneous entrants. Tbe 
analysis of this case constitutes t.he rnre of this paper. 

3.1 'Pure' Random Matching: A Benchmark 

This section looks at the case with all agents named and no information 
sharing among contemporaneous agents. No 'information sharing' means 
that agents are only aware of the outcomes of those matches in which either 
they themselves, or, in the case of entrants, members of their cohort, have 
taken part. 

Not surprisingly, it tums out that the equilibrium of this game strongly 
resembles that of Kreps an<l Wilson: 

Propo8ition 1 The r..quilibrium strategies and beliefs are exactly as in Kreps 
and Wilson, except that the condition guaranteeing reputation formation 
(Jrom the period-before-last onward) is now (l/N)a > 1 (mther than a> 1), 
and entmnts will mix with probability 1/Na (rather than l/a}.(For a detailed 
description, .~ee Appendix}. 

Proof. The rea.soning is, mostly, analogous to Kreps-Wilson's. Two remarks 
should suffice to show why this is so: 1) The condit.ion (l/N)a > 1 just states 
that. t.he maximum expected gain at t = 2 (letting t = l be the last period) 
from deterring entry by fighting, (1/ N)a, exceeds the cost of doing so, l. If 
this is so at t = 2, this must be so as well for any t > 2 (no discounting); 2) 
Since cohorts are 'identifiable' here, the value function of an incumbent can 
be written as the sum of two independent parts, each giving the expected 
µayoff of interacting with a specific cohort. Moreover, since the incumbents 
are named, their value functions will not depend on each others' actions. 
This implies that one can think uf this game as 4 independent games, one for 
each cohort/incumbent pairing, and each with payoffs scaled by 1/N. These 
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·subgames' can be analyze<l as simple l:l games9 . Applying to each such 
·subgame' exactly the same arguments as in Kreps-Wilson, a.nd then putting 
together the resulting ;subequilíbria', yields the overall equilibrium descril..ied 
above. ■ 

Perhaps the must interesting difference between this environment anc.l 
Kreps-Wilson is contained ín thc following result: 

Proposition 2 The equilibrium described in tite previous propo.'lition i.,; 1mique. 

Proof. The on-t:he-equilibrium-path strategies are unique for t.he same rea
sons as in Kreps-Wilson (see Appendix). Overall uniqueness follows from the 
consistency requirement in the definition of sequential eqnilibri um 10 , as it can 
ue shown t.hat, this requirement fully determines beliefs off-equilibrium-path. 
The fact t.hat consistency suffices to pin down beliefs off-equilibrium-path is 
essentially a consequence of working with automata incumbent.s, instead of 
incumLents who 'like' to fight. ■ 

Of cuurse, t.he Kreps-Wilson punchline carries over: 

Corollary 3 As T - oo, even a veT'y small initial assc.'lsmP.nt that an 
incumbcn.t is 'hard-wired' will lead to r·eputation building. 

In conclusion: Modifying Kreps-Wilson in this way leav-es theír results 
pra.ctico.lly unchanged, except far the strengthened uniqueness, and the two 
minor differences pointed out in Propusition l. As these latter features are 
stra.ightforwo.rd consequences of assuming that t.wo cohorts of entrants are 
each being matched randomly with a d.ifferent incumbent every period , it 
seems a.ppropriate to refer to them a.s 'pure random matching effects'. 

9 An intuitivc way of seeing this equivalence is to think of ea.ch oí these games as one 
where P-VP-ry period an entraut is motched wíth an incumbent with probability 1/JV or not 
at ali. 

10That requirement states that an equilibrium ~ystem oí beliefs must correspond to 
the limit of a sequence of beliefs' systems generated via Bayt:5' Rule from a sequence of 
rompletely míxed strotegies which themselves converge to the equilibrium strotegies. 
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3.2 Rcputations with Beliefs' A veraging: Anonymity 
and No Information Sharing 

This sedion takes a look at what happens when incurnbents are anonymous 
and there are two cohorts of entrants. In other wur<ls, what happcns when 
entrants co.nnot recognize those incumLents t.hey have interncted with in the 
past. and contemporaneous entrants cannot observe the outcomes of matches 
other than their own. 

Assumptions about lncumbents' lnformation With anonymous 
inc:umbents, if mixed strategies are used in equilibrium (o.s they will be in 
t.his set-up for sorne range of initial beliefs), and/ or incumbents are not aware 
of each others' types, the question uf whether incnmbents can directly observe 
the a.ctions taken in matches other than their own becomes important because 
the 'reputational externality' ge.nerated by the anonymity of incumbents will 
give incumbents an incentive to monitor each others' behavior in order to 
keep track of cohorts' be.liefs. 

I will just duck the problem, and assume that incumbents can directly 
observe the outcomes of matches other than their own. Note the resulting 
asymmetry: I am assuming that entrants are only able to observe the out
come of their own matches, while I assume that incumbents know the history 
of the whole economy. 

I will also assume that incumbents cannot observe each others' types, even 
though it would nut make a subst.antial difference if I made the altemative 
asswnption 11 . 

Discounting This section focuses on chara.cterízing the equilibrium of 
this game when incumbents' stage-garne payoffs are not discounted, though 
it does include a proposition showing that the results of the no-discounting 
case are not robust to the introductíon of discounting. 

3.2.1 Equilibrium 

The key to understa.nding the equilibrium of this game is the fact that, in 
the ausence of inforrnation sharing of any kind, the anonymity feature affects 

11 It must be emphasized that this is only so under the previous assumption tha.t incum
hents know the history of the whole economy. 
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equilibrium behavior exclusively Ly mudifying the beliefs' 11pdating rule of 
entrants. Tn order to form beliefs regarding a 'generic' incumbent. entrnnts 
see themselves forced to average out their (uµdated) beliefs abont the incum
bent t.hey have just met (and whose behaviur t.hey have just observed), with 
their prior beliefs (in effect, their beliefs regarding the rest of the incumbent 
population whose current actions t.hey have not observed). Hence, anonymity 
·dampens' beliefs' fiuctuatiuns. In partir.ular, it will no longer be the case 
that after observing accummodat.ion, an entrant will set the probability that 
a (generic) incumbent be an aut.omaton to zero. 

Under the thus modified beliefs' updating rule, the unique equilibrium of 
this game is the fullowing: 

Proposition 4 If b > ½ , ½a > 1, then the following is a seq·uential cq·uilib
rium o/ the game with anonymous incumbents: 

Bdir-f'> for a gíven cohort an: de:fined recun,ively, starting from given beliefs 
JJ7' (where the last pedod is t = 1): 

a) 1/ there is no entry at stage t + 1, Pt = Pt+ 1 . 

b) 1/ there is entry ut stage t + 1, and cntry is fought, and Pt+l > O, 
then: 

i) 1/ Pt+l > 2 Pu then Pt = i + ½Pt+I• 

ii) 1/ 2p1 2'.: Pt+1 > Pt, then Pt = Pt+1• 

iii) lf P..t+i < Pt+t < Pt, lhenpt = Pt· 

iv) I/pr.+1 ~ P..c+1' thenpt = 1 + ½Pt+l· 

wíth Pt = (2b/b + 1l-1 
b; P..t+t = 2 (Pt - ½) 

e) If there is entnJ at stage t + 1, and entry is accommodated or Pt 11 = O, 
then Pt = ½Pt1 I· 

Strategy of the Entrant: 

1/ Pt > Pt, entranl slays out. If Pt < Pt 1 entmnt enters. lf Pt = Pt, then 
entmnt randomizes, staying out with probability I/2a. 

Stmtegy o/ 'rational' incumbent: 
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Jf t = 1, then incumbenl accommodales. lf t > l and 1f A ~ l!.t , th.r,n 
arr-ommodate. lf t > 1 and Et. < Pt S Pt- 1 , l.hen fight with. prohnhi.lit.v, 

Ar.r.ommodate wíth the complemenla171 p1vbability. IJ t > 1 and 2p1 ~ Pt > 
Pc- i, then fight. lf t > l and Pt > 2p1 , then accomrrwdafo. lf t > I and p¡. .-_; 
p , then accommodale. 
-t. 

For the argurnent verifying that this assessment is a sequential equilib
rium, the reader is referred to the Appendix. 

In the next few sectiuns, I look at various fea.tures of this equilibrium. 

3.2.2 Reputation as the Horizon Expands 

Corollary 5 As T - oo, without discounting, even a very small frút-ial 
m;sessmenl that an incumbent is 'hard.wired' will lead to reputation building. 

The intuition for this is not quite as obvious as that for the analogous 
result in the previous section: Here there is a 'reputational externalít.y'-the 
current actions of an incumbent do affect the entrant.s' beliefs about. the other 
incumbent. The following subsection aims to darify why the Kreps-Wilson 
punchline is nevertheless preserved. 

No Free-Riding Despite 'Reputational Externalities' The propo
sition below might help to understand why the Kreps-Wilson punchline is 
preserved by making clear that there is no free riding in this equilibrinm: 

Proposition 6 An incumbent's choice of action al any gí·ac:n timt:: will be 
indr.pr.ndent of the contemporaneous choice of lhe other inc·umbent. 

Proof. In order to prove this µroposition, it suffices to show that the value 
function of an incumbent j matched. with an entrant i at any time t, can be 
written in the following form: 

v; (• i k) E f ( j(i) .¡) 1 v; ( i ) 1 T/' ( k ) • ~ k •• k A B t i,pt,Pt = 't 1at ,Eat +2 t Pt-1 +2vt Pt-l , i ;- i i,J, = , 
(1) 
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In t.his expression Ed ( 1a¡(i> ,F, an stands for the expected payoff in the stage 
gamc to the o.ctions token at date t by the entrant i and the incumbent j 
matched with i. Vi (P~+i), i = A 1 B, stands far t.he value (as of date t) that 
this incumbent can expect to earn in the future from being motched with 
members of i'8 cohort. 

In order tu see why this should suffice, note tho.t the beliefs of contem
poraneous entrants will be independent since they do not share informa
tion. Usinf the nutation just. introduced, one can express this by writing 
Pl+ 1 (P~,I a: i) ,E a;). Since, mureover, entrants are assumed to live only one 
period and move first, their choice of ad.ion will depend only on the beliefs 
they currently huid. It follows t.hat the incumbent's current choice of action 
will not depend at all on the action being taken contemporaneuusly by t.he 
other incumbent. 

A simple induct.ion argument shows that an incumbent's value function 
can be written in this additive form at any t: 

At date t = O, by initializing Vo (PÜ = O, i = A, H , this is tdvially true. 
Assume that this is true up to o.nd including date t. The standard value 
function at da.te t + 1 is given by 

( 
A B ) ·, ( A A ) 1 ( A B) 1 ( A 8) ¼+1 A,Pe+1,Pt+1 = Et+1f 1ªt+1,Eªt+1 +2½ A,Pt ,Pt +2½ B,Pt ,Pe 

Substituting for ½ ( i, Pt ¡fc') the expression ( 1) above, one gets 

½+1 (A,pt+i,Pf+i) = Et+1Í (1at+1,Eªf+1) + 

+½ (Et! (1af ,Eaf) + !Vt (Pl1) + ½¼ (Pf-.1)) 
By the induction hypothesis, it then follows that one can set 

( í) , ( j(i) i) ( i ) l/211 Pt = Et./ rat ,E ªt + Vi Pt-1 

Thus the induct.ion goes through. ■ 

This suggests that it is the absenr,e of inforrnation sha.ring among con
ternporaneous entrants that is crucial in determining whether or not there is 
free riding. The sole presence of 'reputational externa.lities' will not suffice 
to generate that type of behavior. 
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A Note on Discounting The fo.et that in this environment after an 
episode of accommodat.ion entrant's beliefs do not collapse to zero, t.urns 
out to be of great importance if incumbents' payoffs are discounted. As the 
proposition below shows, the Kreps-Wilson punchline does not survive the 
introduction of discounting be.cause of this feature of the beliefs' updating 
rule 12 : 

Proposition 7 With. di.c;r,01,nting, anonymo1ts inr.mnbents and no mforma
tion .<ihari.ng among cither entrants or incumbents, the previous equilibríum 
hrmh down in the limit, i.e., as T -+ oo. Furthermore, for any given set 
of parameters b, _B. a and T, a necessary and sufficient condition for /.here to 
exíst an equilibríum of the general fonn of Proposilion 4, is 

with k (p) == inf {t: Pt < p} for p > O, and k (O)= oo. 

Proof. The reader is referred to the Appendix. 
The intuition for this result is act.ually straightforward: As T ----t oo, the 

r,ost of ar.commodating in the region where incumbents are supposed to fight 
for sme (namely, the parameter a times the number of periods at which 
entry takes place after a deviation, minus that same paro.meter times the 
number of periods at which entry would ha.ve token place if the incumbent 
had not deviated), vanishes due to discounting as, for given initial beliefs, 
the addit.ional entry episodes will invariably take place in an endgame whose 
durat.ion will rema.in constant as the horizon stretches to infinity. The gain 
from such a deviation ( the avoided cost of fighting), on the other hand, will 
accrue immediately, and, hence, will not vary with the horizon of the game. 
It is important to emphasize that this breakdown has nothing to do with free 
riding in the usual sense13 . 

12 A question left open here j¡,¡ whether or not there is a.n equilibrium a..s T - oo. My 
guess is that there is not, but I have not been able to come up with a definitive arg11ment. 

13Thc formula in the proposition reveals a further, rather subtle difference between 
the current set.-up and the one with named incumbent1,1: For b = l, and /J = 1, this 
formula takes the form 1 > l. In other words, this previons r.oncfüion is now ner.ffisary 
and sufficient, instead of just being sufficient AA in the ga.me with identifiahle incnmbents. 
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3.2.3 Pure Anonymity Effects 

\Vhile the ·pure random matching' effects identified in the previous section 
are still present. in t.his equilibrium, now there apµear thi·ee additional 'pure 
anunyrnit.y' effects :'Tail' efTects cuncerning behavior at extreme IJeliefs; a 
r~8trid.ion on t.he relative prufi.t.a.bilit.y for an ,mtrant. of being fuught versus 
accommodated, i.e., a restriction un the µarameter b; and a modification of 
the range of val11es at, whirh incumbents play mixed strategies and uf the 
probabilities with which t.hey mix {hence, of the c.ritical beliefa separating 
the entry from the no-entry regions}. 

Modified Mixing and Critica( Beliefs Roughly speaking, at t = 2 
(lett.ing t = 1 he the la.st periud}, and for any given belíefs l,elow b, in 
order for an observation of fighting to lead to posterior beliefs exactly equal 
tu b under the new averaging rule for uµdating beliefs, fi.ghting rnust take 
place with a lower probability than was the case when incumbe.nts were 
named. As a consequence, the critica} beliefs separating the entry from the 
no-entry regions, (2b/b + 1t 1 b, will be higher than in theset-up with named 
incnmbents (where the corresponding va.lue was bt). This will. in turn, feed 
ba.ck int.o the probabilities of fight.ing for previous periods. The probabilities 
have to be lower in order to overcome both the averaging of beliefs and the 
higher critica! value prevailing one period ahead. 

The implication is that reputation formation, understood as t.he gradual 
enlargement of the no-entry region as the horizon lengthens, is slowed down 
relative to the case where incumbents are assumed identifiable. 

Tail Effects Another consequence of beliefs' averaging is to make threats 
uf fighting non-credible in the regions at the extremes of the beliefs' line. 

Take the case with b < ½. The folluwing diagram illustrates the resulting 
equilibrium (for T = 2): 
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l, 

Tail Effects 

In the region [2b. l), it is no longer possible for an incumbent to credibly 
threaten to fight entry. The 1-eason being that deviating from the threatened 
action and accommodating instead will not lower entrants' beliefs sufficiently 
to induce entry the following period. 

Restriction on the Relative Profitability of Entry The key tu 
understanding this restriction ( that b > } ) is to note that the critica! beliefs 
separating the entry from t.he no-entry regions ((2b/b + l)t-l b) vary with 
the value of the parameter b. The requirement that this parameter exr.eeds 
* amounts to limiting the speed at which the critica! beliefs íncrease as the 
game approaches its conclusion. The role of this restriction is to guarantee 
that fighting with probahility 1 can be supported where prescribed in t.he 
equilibrium. The case with b = 0.3 is presented in the diagram below: 
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P1th dller D~1auon 

Cm1'-ll Beüe1• witll ó ,. J 

Criliw Bmticfs 1111dl 6 • 8 

Bclicrs 

Evolution of Critica} Values and Path of Play 

4 Free Riding with Information Sharing 

This part of the paper looks at what happens when incumbents are anony
mous and there is information sharing among contemporaneous entrants. 
That is, what happens when ali entrants alive at any given time belong to 
one and the sarne cohort. 

The first section loo.les at the case where incumbents cannot observe each 
others' types and discount their payoffs. 

The second section then looks at what happens when incumbents know 
each others, types. The analysis is, at best, exploratory in that it deals only 
wi th the case T = 2. 

4.1 No Reputation Building Regardless of Horizon 

Assuming that incumbents cannot observe each others types and discount 
their payoffs at a sufficiently high rate allows one to calculate an equilibrium 
where there are no incentives to invest in reputation regardless of the length 
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of the game. More precisely1 in this equilibrium t.he critica! beliefs separating 
thc cnt,ry from t,he no-ent.ry regiuns remain constant as 'J' - OC·. 

Proposition 8 lf inr,umhcnts r:annot obser1Je mch. ofh.ers' t:,¡µes, und if b > ½ 
, Ba > 1, and /:\ a < ¼, thrm thr,rr. is no repnt.ation forrnation e.ven as lhe 
hori.zon goes to infinity. 

This is the equilibrium (with the last period corresponding to t = O): 

Beliefs: 

u) If no entry takes place or Pt+l = O, then Pt = Pt 1 1, 

b) If t ~ l , O< Pt+t .$ 1/ ;_~ f3a and observed action profile is: 

i) (F, F), then Pt = 1. 

ii) (F, AC), then Pt = ½· 
iii) (AC, AC) ,then Pt = O. 

e) If l 2 1 , 1/ ~-=!; (:Ja ~ Pt+t ~ l and observed action profile is: 

i) (F, F), then Pt = Pt+1• 

ii) (F, AC), then Pt = ½Pt+t• 

iii) (AC, AC), then Pt = O 

Strat.egies: 

Incumbents : 

a) If t ~ l and Pt+l < 1/ 11~~ ¡3a, then accommodate. 

b) If t 2:: l and Pt+1 2:: 1/ 1¡-@; f3a, then fight. 

lf t = O : Accommodate always. 

Entrants: 

If PlH < b, t.hen e.nter; if Pt+l 2 b, stay out. 
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Proof. See Appendix. 

Xute that t.his equilibriurn is not. unique. There is anut.her equilibrium 
that has incumbents fighting wit.h pruual.iílity 1 for beliefs abuve b: for all t. 
The path of play, thuugh, is t.he same in buth equilibria. 

To 11nderstand wha.t is going on here. it seems best to start by looking 
at a two period, no-discounting version of this game. The diagram below 
illustrates the discussion: 
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.:nter ltot Enter 

t•l 
o b l/a l 

Aceammodat• F'ighc 

lfot Encer 

t•O 
o b l 

AC:CcnrmtOGate 

No Reputation in Two Periods 

In the last period, here, as in all the srenarios in this paper, nothing 
changes. In the period before last, st.arting off from initial belíefs somewhere 
t.o the left uf¾, the equilibrium prescribes accommodation with prnbability l. 
To see that accommodation is a best response here, note that if an incumbent 
devia.tes from thís action and fights instead, her expected payoff will be given 
by 

For all initial beliefs below ¾, this expected payoff will not match the ad~ 
di tional cost of fighting, namely 1, makíng the deviation under considerat.ion 
unprofitable. On the other hand, for initial beliefs in [ O, ¼] , the net payoff 
from accommodating is zero. Hence. it is clearly best to do so. 

The role of discounting is the following: If incumbents were not to dis
count, the reward from convincing entrants that incumbents are tough 14 

would grow arithmetically to infinity as the horizon expands, eventually push
ing the expected payoff from deviating and fighting above l. To prevent this, 
i t is necessary tha.t incwnbents discount their payoffs at a sufficiently high 
rate, nameJy, arate {3 such that 

/3 1 
1 - 13ª <-¡; 

14Note that, by the very nature oí the result this section is aiming at, it must always 
he fea.sible to convince entrants that incurnbents are tough in tbe range of beliefs [O, b]. 
for, if the critica) beliefs are not to shih leftward as the horizon expands, ac.-cournm<lation 
with probability one must be the prescribed action in equilibrium in this region. But 
then, by deviating and fighting in this range, there is a.lways a positive probability that 
an incurnbent can convince an entrant that he is tough. 
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The right hand-side of this expression gives the reward from discouraging 
entr.1,: forever, from next period on (hence the additional ti). The condi
tion guarant,ecs that the beliefs making an incumbent indifferent bet.ween 
deviating-and-fighting or conforming-and-accummudating (the inverse of the 
right hand-side expression), always (i.e., fur any horizon) lie to the right of b. 
In this way, since the expected gain frum deviating varies monotonically with 
initial beliefs, no matter how long the games goes on, it will always remnin 
a best response to accommodate in t.he region [O, b] 15

• 

l\'" ote that there is free ri<ling here ber:ause what the other incumbent 
is doing contemporaneously is modifying the way this incumbent 's current 
actions influence the beliefs of entrants. 

Finally, note that under these same parameter values, reputations would 
develop in the l:1 Kreps-Wilson environment. 

4.~ Reputation Despite Free Riding 

When incumbents are aware of each others' types, the computation of an 
equilibrium l,ecomes more involved: Incumbents' strategies depend now on 
profi.les of t.ypes, in addition to beliefs and time. Moreover, the formulas 
fur updating beliefs become considerably more complicated, as entrants now 
have to 'average oue al! states (profiles of types) under which an ouserved 
profile uf actions might have arisen under the equilibrium being considered. 

For these reasons, I study here only the T = 2 case. Even the equi
libri um of this trunr:ated game is considerably less transparent than those 
encountered befare (and this, despite the fact that it is, as were those other 
equilibria, recursive in beliefs). 

Proposition 9 lf incumbents can obserue each others' type.s and ar:tions, 
a > 1, T = 2 and b ~ ½, then, depending on the exact valne of b, thcre 
might exist a sequential equilibrium with reputation formation c.mctly as in 
thc Kreps and Wilson model (i.e., lhe p1vbability o/ entry remains 1mchanged 
each pP-nod). 

The equilibrium assessrnent is as follows: 

15The cuse b < ½ is problematic. Let T = 2. Under thff>P. conditiom1, for initíal bclícfs 
in .a neighhonrhood to the right of 2b, thcre would not exist an equilibríum. 
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Beliefs: 

a) If no entry takes pla.:e or A 11 = O, then Pt = Pt+l· 

b) If O < Pt+l ~ b (b) and olis~rved ad,ion profile is: 

i) (F, F), t.hen Pt = b. 

ii) (F, AC), then Pt-= !
iii) (AC,AC) ,then Pt = O. 

<') If 8 (b) < Pt+l $. b and observed action profile is: 

i) (F, F), then Pt 2: b. 

ii) (F, AC), then p,, ~ ½· 
iii) (AC, AC), then Pt = O 

d) If Pt+l 2: b and observed ar.tion profile is: 

i) (F, F) ,then Pt = Pt+1• 

ii} (F,AC), then Pt = !Pt11• 

iii)(AC, AC), then Pt = O. 

Strategies: 

Inr.umbents : 

If realized types are (R, R) and t > O: 

a) If Pt+l < b, then accommodate. 
b) If Pt+l 2:: b1 then fight. 

If realized types are (R, A) and t > O : 

a) If Pt+i < b (b), then mix, fighting with probability (2b_\-.,\6_6), (where 

8 stands 
for initial beliefs). 
b) If Pt+t ~ 8 (b), then fight. 
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If l =O: Accommodate always. 

Ent.rant.s: 

At t cJ. O, if Pt+I < b(b), then entet; if Pt 11 ~ fJ (b}, stay out. At t...:; 1, if 
Pt 11 < b. enter; if Pt+l > b, stay uut; if Pt+I = b then mix, staying out with 
probability ! . 

\\lith 

ó(b) = 1- (1-b) 112 if b < b* 

whe:re b~ s.t. 1 - (1 - b) 112 = b (b) and 6 (b) = 2\ 
1 

Proof. See Appendix. 
The first thing to note is that t.here is free riding here, as in the equilibrium 

of the previous section. Take the state (R,R) (i.e., both incumbents are 
rational), and initial beliefs below b. Under these conditions, it is equilibrium 
behavior for an incumbent to accommodate for sure. The reason being that 
unilateral fighting cannot s11cceed in convincing an entrant that incumbents 
are tough. More precisely: The incumbent realizes that should she deviate 
and fight, the entrant will observe the outcome (F,AC) (i.e., one incumbent 
fights; the other accommodates). According to the equilibrium, this outcorne 
shuuld only arise if the state is (R,A). Hence, after observing (F,AC), the 
entrant will assign probability ½ to the event that an incumbent is tough. 
But this belief is not. high enough to deter entry the following perio<l (as 
b > 4)-

Note further that in the above equilibrium, when the state is (R,R), 
incumbents accommodate entry throughout this range of beliefs, while in the 
Krevs-Wilson game they would have fought entry with positive probabilit.y. 
On the other hand, when the state is (R,A), incumbents will, at any given 
beliefs in t.his range, fi.ght with a higher probability than they would in the 
Kreps-Wilson envirorunent. These two circumstances tend to shift the critical 
beliefs in opposite directions, so that,without further arguments, is hard to 
say whether the critica! beliefs will be above or below those in Kreps-Wilson. 
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But the following diagram makes plain that beliefs will never ue above the 
Kreps-\\'ilson value. 

,,. 

1)' 

Interestingly, there will be a value of b, namely, b*, at which there will 
be no 'loss' in reputation relative to Kreps-Wilson. Also, as this parameter 
t.akes values near one, the lose in reputation becomes negligible. For any 
value of b, the loss in reputation will be relatively small though. 

It would seem that the additional information sharing among incumbents 
allows them to better coorclinate their responses, and thus avoid the extreme 
form of free riding which led to the drastic result of the previous section 
(fighting can now be sustained when the state is (R,A) precisely because 
the rational incumbent can now be sure that the other incumbent will not 
accommodate). 

A final remark on the issue of uniqueness: This question is left open in 
this section. It is not clear to me even whether the equilibrium presented 
here is unique among the class of equilibria recursive in beliefs. 

5 Summary of Results 

Here is a summary of the results presented in the paper: 
First of all, the paper shows that, generally, there will be scope for reµu

tation even in anonyrnous popula.tions. 
Secondly, the paper shows that the presence of a 'reputational externality' 

due to the anonymity of incumbents will not suffice to generate 'free rid.ing' 
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if entrants do not know what is going on simultaneously in matches other 
than their own. This will be so even if incumbents share entrants over time. 
A rather counterintuitive implication is that more information sharing, if 
not of the 'right' sort, might actually be detrimental to the formatiun oí 
reputations. 

Thirdly, the paper also suggests tha.t, ·free riding' per se might not be 
enough to prevent the development of repntations. The two period case shows 
that, if there is information sharing among both entrants and incumbents, 
while there will be 'free riding' 1 its effects on reputation formation will be 
small to nil. 

Overa.ll, these results emphasize the importance of the exact pattern of 
information sharing among agents (both among entrants and among incum
bents) in molding incentives to invest in reputations when 'reputational ex
t.ernalities' dueto anonymity are at work. 

Finally. the paper also shows that discounting will play a very imµortant 
role when incumbents are anonymous. This in stark contrast to what happern, 
with named agents. For example, it can be shown that, with discounting, 
the equilibrium that results when incumbents are anonymuus uut there is no 
information sharing among entrants would eventually Lreakdown as une lets 
the horizon extend to infinity16 . 

6 Experiments Not Done 

I close with a list of a few of the experiments Id.id not perform even though 
the model suggests them rather naturo.lly: I did not look at situations with 
anonymous entrants. In a sense, I have studied only the 'perfect discrimina
tion > r:ase. Neither did I look at the implications of having cohorts start out 
wi th different priors. And this paper has concentrated on the 'easy' para
meter values; specifically, it has studies only the case b > ½- This restriction 
considerably eases the analysis, in that it makes unilateral fighting unprof
itable {by the way 'biasing' the conclusions towards less reputation building). 
Furthe1more, I have assumed throughout that incumbents know the history 

16 Note tha.t this breakdown has nothing to do wíth free riding, as there is no such 
behavior in this environment, with or without discounting. 
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of the whule economy17 . And, finally. it bears repeating that I have onl.v 
considered in the vrevious sertion t.he case T = 2. 

t 7 ¡ feel tbis is not a.n implausible as.<iumption: Presumably, businesses (the long-líved 
µl11yers invcsting in reputation) have the meaos and the motivation to track closely what 
the.ir competitors are doing. Cui;.tomers (the short-lived players) are less likely to engage 
in similar re;earch about other customers. 
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A.1 Description of Equilibrium for Prop. 1 

1-""'<n (1 / N)a > l. t.hc following strategies and beliefs form a seque11l.ial equi
librium of the matching game just descriLed: 

Starting from given init.íal beliefs PT, define beliefs recursively as follows: 

a) If there is no entry at stage t + l, tben Pi= Ptt-1• 

b) If there is entry a.t stage t + 1, this entry is fought I and Pt+ 1 > O, 
tben A= ma.x(bniPt+t) 

e) If there is entry al stage t + 1, and either this entry is met by 
accommodation or Pt+i = O, then Pt = O. 

The rational incumben t. 's strategy is given by: 

If t = l, the incumbent accommodates. If t > 1 and Pt ~ bt- l, the in
cumbent fights. If t > l and Pt < bt.-l, the inr.11mbent fights with prob
ability (1 - bt-l) ptf (l - Pt) bi-i, and accommodates with the comple
mentary probability. 

The entrant 's strategy is given by: 

If Pt > b, entrant stays out. If Pt < b, then entrant enters. If Pt = bt, 
then entrant stays out with probability l/Na. 

A.2 Proof of Proposition 4 

Proof. I check optimality of strategies and consistency of beliefs: 

CONSISTENCY OF BELIEFS: 

If no entry takes place at stage t, nothing is learned, and Pt = Pt+1· If 
Pt+i > 2 p1 , and the entrant enters and is fought, since the rational incum
bent was not supposed to fight, the entra.nt must conclude that he has been 
matched with a 'hard-wired' incumbent. As the entrant does not know with 
which of the twu incumbents he will matched, his best guess as to the type 
of the incumbent he is going to be matched with next period is given by 
1 + ½Pt+1: One the incumbents (t.he one who just fought the entrant) is for 
sure 'hard-wired', hence the first term. The entrant beliefs about the other 
incumbent rema.in unchanged from the previous períod, hence the secund 
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term. If 2p1 ~ Pt+l > ]51_, then both t.ypes fight., so posteriors equal priors. If 
Et+l < Pt+I ~ Pt, then given the m..ixing probabilities the rational inc11mbcnt 
is using, the resulting posterior is exadly Pt.· ff Pt+ 1 S Ei+J' then, sin ce the rn
tional incumbent is supposed to accommodate, the fact that entry was fought 
leads the ent.rant t.o conclude that the incumbent he is currently matched 
with is 'hard-wired', and the posterior is exactly as in case i). Finally, if 
there is ent.ry, and it is nccommodated, then the entrant must conclude that 
the incumbent he is matched with is rational (pt = O), and his best guess 
as t,o the likelihood of the incumbent he will be matched with next periud 
being rational is given by ½Pt+I · Note the out-of-equilibrium path beliefs: If 
Pt+i = O and the incumbent fights, then Pt = ½Pt+Ii and if 2p1 ~ P,. 11 > Pt 

and the incumbent accommodates, then Pt = ~Ptll· The interpretation is 
exactly the same as in Kreps and \Vilsun: Any accommodation is taken as 
proof that at lea.st one uf the incumbents is rational. 

OPTIMALITY: 

Verifyíng that the entrants are playing optimally is straightforward: If 
the ratíunal incumbent is s11pposed to fight, then clearly it can never pay 
for the entrant to en ter. If Pt > 2p1 , it does not pay for the entrant to 
enter beca use Pt > b = p1. Verifying that rationa.l incumbents are playing 
optimally is more involved: As befare (Proposition 1), the condition !a> 1 
just ensures that it is worthwhlle to build a reputation. The condition b > ½ 
ensures that it is worthwhile for the incumbent to fight when he is supposed 
tu. To see why this so, it is best to go back to the original Kreps and 
Wilson rnodel (where the tough types actually like to fight, and hence out of 
equilibrium beliefs are notas severely restricted as they are when une assumes 
'hard-wired' incumbents) . There, in order to support fighting in equilibrium 
at stage T, it was not really necessary to set PT-1 = O after a deviation. 
It sufficed to set beliefs so as to ensure that the condition Pk(p¡-) > P,i'-l 
was satisfied (where k (p) = inf{t : Pt < p} for p > O, and k (O) = oo). 
The left-hand side expression corresponds to the critica! value separating the 
ent.ry from the no-entry regions at the latest stage where entry is deterred 1 

assuming the incumbent sticks to the equilibrium strategy from the start. 
This means that accommodating today and sticking to the specífied play 
thereafter will eventually lead to entry at least one period earlier than would 
have been the case had the incumbent stuck to the equilibrium from the start. 
Since the gain from deterred entry (a) is assumed bigger than the cost. (=l), 
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this means that the incumbent shonld fight when fighting is the prescribed 
equilibrium action. The analogous c.ondition in the present context takes t.he 
form Pk(pT) > ½Pr. ~ote now that, for a given magnitude of py, the left-hand 
,iide is invariant to changes in the length of the horizon T. One. can show by 
induction that. for values of PT between Pt and Pt- 1(with T ~ t), P1t(pr) = 
Pt· Taking the upper bound of the region, substituting it into the condition 
above, and using the expression for Pt , it follows that b > ½ is necessary and 
sufficient for values of PT E (O,b) to satisfy the conditiun1

. If Pt :5 l!.t, then 
even if the incumbent fights when he is supposed tu accommodate, entry is 
not deterred. so there is no need to have recourse to mixed strategies, and 
accommodatíon is the optima! action. The rest of the proof cJosely follows the 
reasoning in Kreps and Wilson, and involves writing clown the curresvonding 
value function and then applying the une-deviation principie . ■ 

A.3 Proof of Proposition 7 

The cost of deviating and accommodating in the regiun where fighting for 
sure is prescribed, is given by 

(2) 

By the argurnent in the previous proof , for a given magnitude of Pr, 
k ( ½PT) and k (p,i,) rema.in unchanged as T -+ oo. It follows that this cost 
goes to O as T - oo. This proves the first part of the proposition. 

To see that for there to exist an equilibriwn of the forrn of Prop. 4, it 
must be that 

[k(½b)-k(b) 1] 

ip[T-k(½b)+I] L /Ji> l 
j=O 

(3) 

it suflices to show that the cost of deviating is falling in initial beliefs, 
and, hence, if the above condition is satisfied, the analogous condition for 
arbitrary beliefs will be satisfi.ed for a11 initial Leliefs below b. (On the other 

1 For values above b but below 2b, thc condition is always satisfied. For values above 
2b, it is never satisfied (hence t,he incumbent has to accommodate in that region). 
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hand, if it is violated, thcn, clearly, in a neighborhood to the left of b. fighting 
for sure cannot be sustained in equilibrium). To show that (2) is folling in 
initial beliefs, write the time inverse of the critica! beliefs as 

lnpr - lnb 
t (P"r) = ln 2b - ln (b + 1) + l 

It. follows that. k (p) = [ t (p) 1 r011.nded np to nr.:r:t intr.gr.r]. Now, t (p) is 
dearly increasing in p, hence, so is k (p}. On the other hand, 

k (~ ) - k ( ) - - ln '.:! 
2'PT PT - ln 2b - Jn ( b + 1) 

Henc:e! the result follows. By the way, note tho.t the RHS of (3) is in
creasing in b ( as Á: ( b) = 1 for all h, and k Oh) is increasing in b), increasing 

in /3, and falling in T. Note further that (3) cannot be satisfied for b < }. 

A.4 Proof of Uniqueness of the Equilibrium Prop.4 

In the last period, the equilibrium is unique for given beliefs, except when 
beliefs are exactly b. In the period before last, the equilibrium specified is 
again unique, except again at the critical beliefs separating the entry from 
the no-entry region. Note that in this two period scenario, entrants' actions 
in the last period when beliefs are exactly b are determined. Uniqueness 
follows since, in the last period, sequential rationality requires that actions 
taken be optimal responses given current beliefs. So, the only way actions 
in that period could vary with actions taken in previous periods (or with 
beliefs prevailing in previous periods) is if agents were indifferent between 
the prescribed actions. This is never the case for incumbents1 who always 
strictly prefer to accommodate rather than to fight in this last period. For 
entrants, this is only the case at b, but as already noted, actions at such 
beliefs are pinned down by the requirement that incumbents be indifferent in 
the previous period between accommodating and fi.ghting in the region [O, b]. 
Now, go one period further back. Again, the sequential rationality argurnent 
applies, now to actions in the period before last. Again, this implies that 
strategies cannot possibly be non-recursive (in beliefs), and again this leads 
to a unique equilibriurn set of actions at the period preceding the une Lefore 
Jast. By induction, this reasoning extends t.o all periods. 
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A.5 Proof of Proposition 9 

Proof. To prove that the candidat.e equilibrium is in far:t one, I check thc 
optimality of strategies and the consistem:y of beliefs: 

OPTIMALITY OF STRATEGIES: 

Incumbents: 

I) lf state is (R, H}: 

i) 82 < b: 

Best to accommodat.e, sinr.e if, inst.ead, incumbent fights, resulting 
belief.s will be given by Ó1 = } < b, and so entry will not be 
detened. 

ii) ó2 2: b: 

Best tu fight, since if, inst,ead, t.he incumbent accommodates, the 
resulting beliefs will be given by 81 = !82 < ! < b (observed 
outcome would be (F, AC)). If fight, then beliefs would be given 
by 81 = b2 2: b, so incumbent must be either indifferent between 
fighting and accommodating, or stridly prefer the former to t.he 
latt.er. 

11) If state is (R, A): 

i) 82 < 8 (b): 

Fighting with probability 1 will lead to 61 < b after (F; F) is 
observed. To see this: Note that, the probability of an entrant 
being currently matched with an incumbent who is of type A, 
after observing ( F, F) , is gi ven by 

p(AI (F, F)) = p((A, A) 1 (F, F)) + ½P((A,R) 1 (F, F)) 

+½P ((R, A) 1 (F, F)) + O p((R, R) f (F, F)) = 

_2L + p(FJR.,(R,A))c52{1-c52) 
p(F,F) p(F,F) 

with p (FIR, (R, A))= p((F, F) 1 (A, R)) = x 
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Given that there is accurnmudation by R when the st.ate is (R, H). 
we have 

, (Al (F F)) = ,q+.r.ñ2(l-ñ2) 
p ' ó~+2x,h(l-é~) 

Setting p(AI (F, F')) = b, sulving fur x satisfying this equatiun, 
and denuting such an x by x, we get 

Note t~at x (b) is increasing in 62, ::--Juw, define 6 by sett.ing 
l-h 6 = 1 to et 

(1-6 (2b-1) 1 g 

l (b) = 2b- 1 
b 

Ali 62 > 6 (b) will yield x > 1; all 62 :5 6 (b) will result in :e < l. 
Far 62 < 6 (b), x < 1, and so, if a rational incumbent fights with 
probability 1, we get x > x, and, hence, p (Al (F, F)) < b ((since 
p (Al (F, F)) is decreasing in x). It follows that it does not pay to 
fight. 

If, instead, the incurnbent accommodates with probabiiity 1, this 
would imply that, when 62 < b (b), incumbents accommodate 
across all states (ó (b) :5 b for b E (½, 1]), and there would be 
an incentive to fight instead when the state is (R, A), as the ob
served outcome would be (F, F), and, so, 61 = l. It follows that 
incumbents must mix. In order for the incumbent to be indifferent 
between fighting o.nd o.ccommodating, it must be that an entrant, 
after observing (F, F) when 62 < 6 (b), must himself mix, so that 

p ( H / ( F, F) , ( 62 < 6 ( b))) 0+ 

( 1 - p ( El (F, F), ( 62 < 6 (b)))) a - 1 = O 

=> p ( E 1 ( F, F) , ( ó2 < 6 ( b))) = 1 - ! 
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In order to make t.he ent.rant willing to rnix after observing ( F. F) 
in t.he region fi2 < J.(h), it. must. be t.hat p(AI (P, F)) = b. This 
implies that inr11mbents must fight wü.h probability 

ii) b ( b) ~ 02 < b : 

lf you accommodate, the observed outcome will be (F: AC), and: 
hence, 61 ~ ½. Since b > ½, entry takes place. If , instead, the 
incumbent fights 1 the observed would be (F, F), and the resulting 
beliefs b1 ~ b. Hence, entry would be deterred. To see this: To 
obtain p (Al (F, F)) = b, incumbent has to fight with probability 
x (b). But whenever 6 (b) < ó2, x (b) > l. Since p (Al (F, F)) is 
falling in x, it must Le that 

p (Al (F, F)) (1) ~ p (Al (F, F)) (x (b)) = b 

(with equality only if 6-i = b (b)). 

iii) 62 ;::: b: 

Accommodating leads to observation (AC, F), and beliefs ó1 = 
½ó2 < ½ < b. Hence, entry is not deterred. Fighting, on the other 
hand, leads to observation (F, F), and beliefs 61 = 62 > b. Hence 
deterring entry. 

Entrants: 

At T = 2, in the region [O, b], the probability that an entrant is fought 
( across all states) is given by the solution to the following equation ( which 
must hold if the expected value of entry is to be O): 

(4) 

Substituting (l!!~~i~i) for x above, solving for ó2, and picking the positive 
root, one obtains 

1 
ó!' (b) = (1 - 2b) + (16b2 

- 8b3 
- Bb + 1) 2 

2 2{b- l) 
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Substituting instead x = l, and sulving, one obtains 

6.! ( b) = 1 - ( 1 - b) ½ 

The follmving plut. illustrates the properties of these functions: 

From the diagram, note that in the region [l, b--J, óf (b) > 6 (b) ⇒ x (b) > 
l (as x (b) is increasing in 6). It follows that 6v (b) overestimates the prob
ability of fighting. Note that the probability that an entrant is fought (from 
(1) above)i 

2 ( (I-b)b ) 
fJ + (l - é) ó (1 - ó) (2b - 1) + l 

is increasing in ó. Also, 62 +2 (1 - ó) ó is increasing in 6. It follows that the 
true critica) value of bis given by c5J (b), for [0.5,b•]¡ and by 6f (b), for [b•, 1]. 
Evidently, for b < 6 (b), entry should take place; not so for 6 > 6 (b) (this 
follows from the payoffs to entry being monotonically decreasing as beliefs 
increase -since the probability of being fought is increasing, as just shown). 

CONSISTENCY OF BELIEFS: 

1) ó2 < 6 (b) : 

i) If observation is (F, F) : By construction. 

ii) If (Fl AC): 

If the state were (R, R) there would be accommodation {note that 
6 (b) < b¡ see plot above). lt must be that the state is (R, A) when this 
observation is made. 
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iii) lf (AC, AC) : Obvious. 

i) If ( F, AC) : At least. one incumbent is rational., and so posterior 
beliefs must be below or at ½-

ii) If (F, F) : Posterior beliefs must aLove or at b by a previous argn-
1nent. 

iii) If (AC, AC) : übvious. 

III) b2 > b: 

i) If ( F, F): 

Sin ce incumbent fights regardless of type, é2 = 81. 

ii) If (F, AC) : 

Since someone deviated by accommodating, it must be that b1 S: 1-
From the definition of sequential equilibrium (which implies that devi
atiuns shuuld ue uncoordinated), it fulluws that '51 = 4t52 . 

iii) If (AC, AC) : Obvious. 

A.6 Proof of Proposition 8 

Proof. I present the argument for the two period case. Since the equilibrium 
is stationary, generalizing the result to longer horizons is straightforward. 

OPTIMALITY OF STRATEGIES: 

Incumbent: 
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If t.he incumbent fights instead of accommodating, t.hen, with probabil
it.y 15'2, t.he other incumbent will be tough. In that case, t.he entrant will 
observe outcume (F, F). and, hence, 81 = 1. thus deterring entry. With 
probabili t.y l - b2 , un t.he other hand, the outcome will be ( F, AC) , and 
cntry will no~. be deterred. So, the expected payoff of fighting in this 
beliefs' region is given by 

In words: It is best to accommodat.e. 

U) ó2 > .1... : 
- fja 

Now it is best to fight as accommodation will surely induce entry, while 
fighting lead toan outcome of (F, F) , and, so, to beliefs 61 = 62 ?:: da 2 
b ( wi th equali ty i ff t52 = J,J. 

Entrant: 

Since in the region (O, ) 0] o.t T = 2, an incumhent fights only if she 
is tough, the critica! value sepo.roting the entry from the no-entry regions, 
t52 (b), is given by the solution to the following equation, 

p ( Flb1 e [O, ±1) (b - 1) + ( 1 - p ( Flc52 E (O, ~l)) b = O 

Since p (Fl62 E [O, ¼l) = c5i + 262 (I -b2) ½, this yields 62 (b} = b. 

CONSISTENCY OF BELIEFS: 

I} Ó:¿ < J
0 

: 

i) If observed outcome is (F, .F) : 

Sine.e rational incwnbents are supposed to accommodate in that region, 
the entrant should conclude 61 = 1, i.e., that the íncumbent is tough 
for sure. 
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ii) If (AC, AC), then, evidently, 61 = O. 

iii) If ( P, AC) , then 81 = ½, as only a tough incumuent can be expected 
to fight in this region. 

i) If (F, F), then as both rational and tough types are supposed to 
fight, priurs should equal posteriors. 

ii) If (AC, AC), then evidently ó1 = O. 

iii} If (F, AC) : 

It follows that c51 = ½82 as now both tongh and rational incumbents are 
supposed to fight, and deviations are t.aken to be uncoordinated. (Note 
this is an out-of-equilibrium 011t.rome, yet the consistency requirement 
in the definition of sequential equili brium suffir.es to pin clown beliefs). 
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